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1.     How do you define the term “culture bearer”? What criteria do you use to 
determine to whom the term applies? 
 
 
I define a culture bearer as one who carries cultural traditions or practices with 
them through the lived environment and from one generation to the next. This 
spans many mediums from food to music to art to spirituality. I hesitate to place 
strict criteria on the term as so much culture is a living, moving entity that often 
can not be easily defined by the outside observer but is a dear and deeply 
personal element to those who identify as a culture bearer.  
 
 
 
2.     New Orleans culture comes from its neighborhoods, working class African-
American neighborhoods in particular.  However, these neighborhoods, such as 
Central City, the Treme, and the 7th Ward, are facing skyrocketing housing costs, 
widespread displacement, and rapid gentrification.  How will you ensure that 
housing will remain affordable for working-class communities in these 
neighborhoods and that long term residents will not be forced to move due to 
short-term rentals or escalating mortgages and rent? 
 
 
The housing crisis in our city went unaddressed for too long. Families who have 
lived in New Orleans for generations are being pushed out of their 
neighborhoods and it is increasingly difficult for renters or homebuyers in a wide 
range of income brackets to find a safe, healthy place to live. Initiatives such as 
the Smart Housing Mix and changes to the Master Plan to allow for greater 
density will help us achieve  our development goals. As a current Councilmember 
At Large I have been involved in and supportive of the process for both. 
Additionally, I will continue to work with local finance leaders and the Office of 
Community Development to give them the resources they need to enhance the 
programs they currently offer and encourage community building through 
investing in first time homebuyers.  
 
 
3. Many musicians, cultural practitioners, and service industry workers travel long 
distances from areas like New Orleans East to get to jobs and gigs in the historic 
core of the City. What are your plans to make public transportation more efficient, 
reliable, and cost effective for these individuals?   
 
 
I have been working with the RTA to push their Strategic Plan towards serving 
the low-income constituents who need reliable, affordable public transportation 
the most. Additionally, it is part of a responsible housing plan to include 
transportation issues and I am working towards improving infrastructure and 



bicycle/pedestrian safety to make travelling throughout our city safer and more 
efficient.  
 
 
4.     The City of New Orleans brought in $7.4 billion in tourism revenue from 
10.45 million visitors last year, many of whom were drawn here by advertising 
campaigns and images that rely heavily on our musicians, artists, and traditional 
culture bearers.  Despite this financial windfall for the city, many of these same 
musicians, artists, and culture bearers still live close to the poverty line.  How 
would you ensure that a greater percentage of tourism revenue finds its way to 
the people and communities that create the culture that attracts these visitors?  
 
 
In this year’s current budget cycle, I have proposed a new position be added to 
municipal government to better compensate and include our artists and culture 
bearers in City projects and decision making. This new position would address 
issues such as this and act as a liaison between the communities that maintain 
and create our culture to those who manage our tourism and infrastructure.  
 
 
5.     There is a fundamental inequity in parade fee structures, where fees for 
large Mardi Gras parades are significantly less than what Social Aid and 
Pleasure clubs pay for their annual second lines.  How will you address this 
inequity? 
 
 
I am very interested in learning more about and addressing this issue. Through 
budget hearings as well as reaching out to Safety and Permits personally, I 
believe we can create a more equitable structure.  
 
 
6.     Do you support the current administration’s $40 million dollar Security 
Plan?  What is one component that you would keep, and one component that 
you would change? 
 
 
While I believe that we need to continue to actively recruit NOPD officers and 
have them patrolling on the streets to better connect with community members 
and address constituent concerns, I do not support increased video surveillance 
of our neighborhoods. I believe that money could be better spent elsewhere and 
that under this current Presidential administration it will put vulnerable 
communities even further at risk to increase surveillance of them under the guise 
of security. 
 
 
7.     How will you support neighborhood bars, music venues, and small cultural 
businesses? 
 
 



I bring my personal business to local establishments every day. I also highlight 
local small businesses and entrepreneurs as a Councilmember through City 
Council proclamations, zoning legislation and social media.  
 
 
8.     Do you support the permanent removal of the 8PM street musician curfew? 
 
 
Yes 
 
 
9.     New Orleans culture includes Black Masking/Mardi Gras Indians and brass 
bands, but also funk and bounce music, spoken word, theater and dance, and 
much more. How will you partner with these diverse cultural communities in 
crafting impactful policies and decisions that reflect both the values of that 
community and our local government? 
 
 
I am a firm believer in hearing from all stakeholders in order to craft policy that 
best reflects our values and goals. My door is always open to meet with cultural 
groups from any medium or field. During my time as City Council President my 
office has reached out and continues to reach out to a diverse spread of 
musicians to perform the national anthem. This practice offers exposure for a 
wide range of musicians from steel pan to solo saxophone to four part quartets. 
As long as I am City Council President we will have live anthem performances 
and seek out cultural communities far and wide to participate.  
 
 
10. Cultural activity is a great crime prevention tool, particularly for youth. Provide 
one specific example of what you will do/advocate for to better leverage our 
cultural assets to build a safer community? 
 
 
I have fought hard for a more organized and better fund recreation department 
while an At Large Councilmember. These efforts must continue. I believe there is 
much untapped potential in partnering cultural groups with NORD facilities to 
bring interesting and important programming to our young people. I have also 
partnered with Kids Rethink New Orleans for several Young Leaders Series, a 
program which guides engaged high school students in workshops about history, 
politics, culture and leadership. We plan to continue this series in the Spring.  
 
 
11. Many of New Orleans’ musical/cultural traditions are passed down from 
teacher to student and/or elder to young torchbearer. How would you assist in 
perpetuating our traditions for the next generation within our current school 
system? 
 
 



Though the City Council has no governance or funding power over our school 
systems, I have been able to fund organizations that share musical and cultural 
traditions with younger generations through Harrah’s and Cox grant funds.  
 
 
12. Do you support creating priority loading/unloading zones for musicians on 
Frenchmen St. & Bourbon St.? 
 
 
Yes 
 
 
13. (For Mayoral candidates only) Will you maintain the Office of Cultural 
Economy? If so, what is your vision for that agency under your leadership? 

	


